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Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2013-0362-S [3] are the documents maintained by the National Security Affairs Office as Foreign Travel Files.

These records consist of correspondence and briefing books related to VP Quayle's international travel. The records are organized chronologically. The correspondence arranges meetings, travel and invitations for the VP to participate in various foreign events. Also included are cables containing travel and meeting arrangements, travel schedules, press conference transcripts, public announcements, summaries of foreign media reactions to international travel by the VP, and speeches and remarks made by the VP and Mrs. Quayle. Briefing books contain travel schedules, meeting and travel arrangements, speeches and statements by VP Quayle, press guidance and press releases, and briefing papers on international topics such as trade, development assistance, intellectual property rights, foreign aid, and US investment in foreign countries.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2013-0362-S [3].

Quayle Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

National Security Affairs Office
Foreign Travel Files

2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: Foreign Trips [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: Briefing Material [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: Venezuela [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: El Salvador [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: Key Personalities [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: Caribbean Supplement for Vice President [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: Briefing Papers on Latin America for Vice President Quayle [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [1]: [Additional Information] [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [2]: [Background 4] [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [2]: Latin America: Trip, February 1-3 [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [2]: VP Latin America Trip Memcons [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [2]: Cable Traffic – Caracas [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [2]: Pre- Trip Brief with Vice President, 2:00 – 3:30, Monday January 30, 1989 Room 208 [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [2]: [Additional Briefing Information] [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [3] [1] [OA/ID 27027]
2/1-3/89 – VP Trip to Venezuela and El Salvador [3] [3] [OA/ID 27027]
Possible VP Trip to Brussels 1989 [OA/ID 27027]
Possible VP Trip to Africa 1989 [OA/ID 27027]
Possible VP Trip to South America 1989 [OA/ID 27027]
4/25/89-5/5/89 – VP Trip to Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand [1] [OA/ID 27016]
4/25/89-5/5/89 – VP Trip to Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand [3]: Pre-Trip Memos and Correspondence [OA/ID 27016]
4/25/89-5/5/89 – VP Trip to Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand [4]: Public Statements and Qs & As [1] [OA/ID 27016]
4/25/89-5/5/89 – VP Trip to Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand [4]: Public Statements and Qs & As [2] [OA/ID 27016]
4/25/89-5/5/89 – VP Trip to Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand [4]: Australia [1] [OA/ID 27016]
6/11-14/89 – VP Trip to Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and Costa Rica [1]: Briefing Book [1] [OA/ID 27016]
6/11-14/89 – VP Trip to Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and Costa Rica [2]: Honduras [OA/ID 27016]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [1] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [2] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [3] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [4] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [5] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [6]: Miscellaneous – Seoul [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [6]: Tokyo [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [6]: Philippines [OA/ID 27015]
President’s Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [6]: Malaysia [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [7] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [8] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [9] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989 [10] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989: Trip – AAFB/Seoul/Tokyo/Manila/Hawaii/AAFB [1] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989: Trip – AAFB/Seoul/Tokyo/Manila/Hawaii/AAFB [2] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989: Trip – AAFB/Seoul/Tokyo/Manila/Hawaii/AAFB [3] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989: Trip – AAFB/Seoul/Tokyo/Manila/Hawaii/AAFB [4] [OA/ID 27015]
The Vice President's Trip to Korea, Japan, Philippines & Malaysia – September 19-28, 1989: Trip – AAFB/Seoul/Tokyo/Manila/Hawaii/AAFB [5] [OA/ID 27015]
10/19-20/89 – Mrs. Quayle's Trip to Geneva (Undro) [OA/ID 27015]
11/16-17/89 – Mrs. Quayle's Trip to Mexico [OA/ID 27015]
12/1/89 – VP Trip to Miami, Florida (Caribbean Basin Conference) [OA/ID 27015]
1/27-29/90 – VP Trip to Honduras, Panama, and Jamaica [1] [OA/ID 27015]
1/27-29/90 – VP Trip to Honduras, Panama, and Jamaica [2] [OA/ID 27015]
1/27-29/90 – VP Trip to Honduras, Panama, and Jamaica [3] [OA/ID 27015]
1/27-29/90 – VP Trip to Honduras, Panama, and Jamaica [4] [OA/ID 27015]
1/27-29/90 – VP Trip to Honduras, Panama, and Jamaica [5] [OA/ID 27015]
1/27-29/90 – VP Trip to Honduras, Panama, and Jamaica [6] [OA/ID 27015]
2/4-9/90 – VP Trip to Europe – Cancelled [OA/ID 27015]
2/25/90 – VP Trip to El Salvador [OA/ID 27015]
3/9-16/90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [1] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [2] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [3] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [4] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [5] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [6] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [7] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [8] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [9] [OA/ID 27025]
3/9-16/’90 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Barbados, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil [10] [OA/ID 27025]
4/25-26/’90 – VP Trip to Nicaragua and Mexico [Nicaragua: Briefing Book] [OA/ID 27025]
4/25-26/’90 – VP Trip to Nicaragua and Mexico [Nicaragua: Trip Briefing & Photographs] [OA/ID 27025]
4/25-26/’90 – VP Trip to Nicaragua and Mexico [Nicaragua: Photographs] [OA/ID 27025]
4/25-26/’90 – VP Trip to Nicaragua and Mexico [Mexico: Briefing Outline] [OA/ID 27025]
4/25-26/’90 – VP Trip to Nicaragua and Mexico [Mexico: Briefing Paper] [OA/ID 27025]
4/25-26/’90 – VP Trip to Nicaragua and Mexico [Mexico: Cables/Memos] [OA/ID 27025]
5/6-9/’90 – VP Trip to Italy, UK and France [1] [1 of 3] [OA/ID 27025]
5/6-9/’90 – VP Trip to Italy, UK and France [2] [2 of 3] [OA/ID 27025]
5/6-9/’90 – VP Trip to Italy, UK and France [3] [3 of 3] [OA/ID 27025]
5/6-9/’90 – VP Trip to Italy, UK and France [4] [OA/ID 27025]
5/6-9/’90 – VP Trip to Italy, UK and France [5] [OA/ID 27025]
5/6-9/’90 – VP Trip to Italy, UK and France [6] [OA/ID 27025]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [1]: 8/8/’90 – VP’s Visit to Peru [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [1]: Background Material [1] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [1]: Background Material [2] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [1]: Background Material [3] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [1]: Background Material [4] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [2] [1] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [2] [2] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [2] [3] [OA/ID 27024]
8/7-9/’90 – VP Trip to Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Haiti [2] [4] [OA/ID 27024]
8/29-31/’90 – VP Trip to Finland – Cancelled [OA/ID 27024]
9/9/’90 – President’s Meeting with Gorbachev in Helsinki, Finland [OA/ID 27024]
11/11-14/’90 – VP Trip to Japan [1] [OA/ID 27024]
11/11-14/’90 – VP Trip to Japan [2] [OA/ID 27024]
11/11-14/’90 – VP Trip to Japan [3] [1] [OA/ID 27024]
11/11-14/’90 – VP Trip to Japan [3] [2] [OA/ID 27024]
11/11-14/’90 – VP Trip to Japan [3] [3] [OA/ID 27024]
11/14-20/90 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to USSR [1] [OA/ID 27024]
11/14-20/90 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to USSR [2] [OA/ID 27024]
11/16-21/90 – President’s Trip to Czechoslovakia, Germany, and France [1] [OA/ID 27014]
11/16-21/90 – President’s Trip to Czechoslovakia, Germany, and France [2] [OA/ID 27014]
11/16-21/90 – President’s Trip to Czechoslovakia, Germany, and France [3] [OA/ID 27014]
11/16-21/90 – President’s Trip to Czechoslovakia, Germany, and France [4] [OA/ID 27014]
12/29/90-1/2/91 – VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [1] [OA/ID 27014]
12/29/90-1/2/91 – VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [2] [OA/ID 27014]
12/29/90-1/2/91 – VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [3] [OA/ID 27014]
12/29/90-1/2/91 – VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [4] [OA/ID 27014]
1/29/91-2/1/91 – VP Trip to Norway and United Kingdom [1] [OA/ID 27014]
1/29/91-2/1/91 – VP Trip to Norway and United Kingdom [2] [OA/ID 27014]
1/29/91-2/1/91 – VP Trip to Norway and United Kingdom [3] [OA/ID 27014]
1/29/91-2/1/91 – VP Trip to Norway and United Kingdom [4] [OA/ID 27014]
5/18-24/91 – VP Trip to Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines [1] [1] [OA/ID 27014]
5/18-24/91 – VP Trip to Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines [1] [2] [OA/ID 27014]
5/18-24/91 – VP Trip to Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines [1] [3] [OA/ID 27014]
5/18-24/91 – VP Trip to Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines [1] [4] [OA/ID 27014]
5/18-24/91 – VP Trip to Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines [2] [1] [OA/ID 27014]
5/18-24/91 – VP Trip to Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines [3] [1] [OA/ID 27014]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [1] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [2] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [3] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [4] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [2] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [3] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [4] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [1] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [2] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [3] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [1] [4] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [2] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [3] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [4] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [4]:
   Germany [1] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria [4]:
   Germany [2] [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria:
   Czechoslovakia [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria:
   Bulgaria [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria:
   Poland [OA/ID 27021]
6/2-7/91 – VP Trip to Germany, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria: Hungary
   [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [1] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [2] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [3] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [4] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [5] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [6] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [7] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [8] [OA/ID 27021]
8/5-9/91 – VP Trip to Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and Haiti [9] [OA/ID 27021]
Vice President's Trip to Africa, 7-14 September 1991: Cape Verde [1] [OA/ID 27013]
Vice President's Trip to Africa, 7-14 September 1991: Cape Verde [2] [OA/ID 27013]
Vice President's Trip to Africa, 7-14 September 1991: Namibia [OA/ID 27013]
Vice President's Trip to Africa, 7-14 September 1991: Nigeria [1] [OA/ID 27013]
Vice President's Trip to Africa, 7-14 September 1991: Nigeria [2] [OA/ID 27013]
Vice President's Trip to Africa, 7-14 September 1991: [General] [OA/ID 27013]
The Vice President's Trip to Cape Verde, Nigeria, Malawi, Namibia & Cote D'Ivoire, Sep 7-
   14, 1991: Malawi [OA/ID 27013]
The Vice President's Trip to Cape Verde, Nigeria, Malawi, Namibia & Cote D'Ivoire, Sep 7-
   14, 1991: Cote D'Ivoire [1] [OA/ID 27013]
The Vice President's Trip to Cape Verde, Nigeria, Malawi, Namibia & Cote D'Ivoire, Sep 7-
   14, 1991: Cote D'Ivoire [2] [OA/ID 27013]
The Vice President's Trip to Cape Verde, Nigeria, Malawi, Namibia & Cote D'Ivoire, Sep 7-
   14, 1991: [General][1] [OA/ID 27013]
The Vice President's Trip to Cape Verde, Nigeria, Malawi, Namibia & Cote D'Ivoire, Sep 7-
   14, 1991: [General][2] [OA/ID 27013]
10/1-2/91 – Mrs. Quayle's Trip to Geneva (Undro) [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [1] [1 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [1] [2 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [1] [3 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [1] [4 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [2] [1 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [2] [2 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [2] [3 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [2] [4 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [3] [1 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [3] [2 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [3] [3 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
2/5-11/92 – VP Trip to Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, and the UK
   [3] [4 of 4] [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   Briefing Materials [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   Regional Issues [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   Zambia [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   Zimbabwe [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   South Africa [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   Seville, Spain [OA/ID 27020]
5/16-23/92 – Mrs. Quayle’s Trip to Spain, Italy, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa:
   Genoa, Italy [OA/ID 27020]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [1] [1] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [1] [2] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [1] [3] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [2] [1] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [2] [2] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [2] [3] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [3] [1] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [3] [2] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [3] [3] [OA/ID 27012]
5/11-15/92 – VP Trip to Tokyo, Japan [3] [4] [OA/ID 27012]
12/15/92 – VP Trip to El Salvador [OA/ID 27012]
   Possible VP Travel [OA/ID 27012]